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• Arrive Early!
• Food for Volunteers
• Be Flexible
• Be a Role Model
• Connect with Volunteers & Participants
• Appreciate the Hard Work
• Enjoy Yourself!
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• The Hook
Rose Burdick  rburdick@onlib.org
Glossary

• Larping- Live action role playing. Participants take on the role of characters in a live setting according to a set of pre-arranged rules. Gamemasters control the event by deciding on the rules and settings. Characters are created by the player and can be terminated or neutralized by the player or other players in the game.

• JohnLock- The bromance between John Watson and Sherlock Holmes in BBC’s Sherlock.
• Dragon Con- Takes place in Atlanta, is a multi-genre convention. [http://www.dragoncon.org/](http://www.dragoncon.org/)

• Comic Con- This Con is so big it sells out in minutes. This convention attracts major movie & television production companies. [http://www.comic-con.org/](http://www.comic-con.org/)

• Cosplay (Cos-play)- Costume play, refers to dressing up as a character from a storyline & sometimes behaving as they would in a given situation. Cosplay can be done at a Con setting but can also be seen in teens dressed up in character walking around in the mall.
• Magic: The Gathering - A fantasy trading card game involving wizards using magic to defeat the opponents. The game can be played informally or in tournaments. Consensus is, the person with the most money to spend on cards, wins.

• PadLock - Anthropomorphized characters of a notepad and a clock in the online storyline “Don’t Hug Me, I’m Scared”.  
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9C_HReR_McQ  
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtkGtXtDlQA
• Know your Meme- useful website to learn about what are the latest trending memes. Be aware that by the time they make it here they might be past peak. http://knowyourmeme.com/